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a b s t r a c t 

Sleep deprivation leads to significant impairments in cognitive performance and changes to the interactions between large scale cortical networks, yet the hierarchical 

organization of cortical activity across states is still being explored. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging to assess activations and connectivity during 

cognitive tasks in 20 healthy young adults, during three states: (i) following a normal night of sleep, (ii) following 24hr of total sleep deprivation, and (iii) after 

a morning recovery nap. Situating cortical activity during cognitive tasks along hierarchical organizing gradients based upon similarity of functional connectivity 

patterns, we found that regional variations in task-activations were captured by an axis differentiating areas involved in executive control from default mode regions 

and paralimbic cortex. After global signal regression, the range of functional differentiation along this axis at baseline was significantly related to decline in working 

memory performance (2-back task) following sleep deprivation, as well as the extent of recovery in performance following a nap. The relative positions of cortical 

regions within gradients did not significantly change across states, except for a lesser differentiation of the visual system and increased coupling of the posterior 

cingulate cortex with executive control areas after sleep deprivation. This was despite a widespread increase in the magnitude of functional connectivity across 

the cortex following sleep deprivation. Cortical gradients of functional differentiation thus appear relatively insensitive to state-dependent changes following sleep 

deprivation and recovery, suggesting that there are no large-scale changes in cortical functional organization across vigilance states. Certain features of particular 

gradient axes may be informative for the extent of decline in performance on more complex tasks following sleep deprivation, and could be beneficial over traditional 

voxel- or parcel-based approaches in identifying realtionships between state-dependent brain activity and behavior. 
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. Introduction 

The brain requires regular and recurrent sleep to maintain opti-

al functioning. While the precise reasons that explain the inevitable

equirement for sleep are still being explored, the behavioural conse-

uences of sleep deprivation (SD) are well-known and substantial. Acute

otal SD in particular has been observed to impair performance in cog-

itive domains such as visuomotor skills ( Van Dongen et al., 2003 ), de-

ision making ( Blatter et al., 2005 ; Killgore et al., 2006 ; Linde et al.,

999 ), attention ( Gevers et al., 2015 ; Kendall et al., 2006 ), logical rea-

oning ( Drummond et al., 2004 ), fine motor skills ( Ayalon and Fried-

an, 2008 ), and memory recall ( Drummond et al., 2000 ; Forest and

odbout, 2000 ). However the most striking and replicated findings

re impairments in vigilance ( Doran et al., 2001 ; Muto et al., 2016 ;

rummond et al., 2005 ; Karakorpi et al., 2006 ; Rupp et al., 2012 ;
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an Dongen et al., 2003 ; Yeo et al., 2015 ) and working memory

 Chee et al., 2006 ; Choo et al., 2005 ; Forest and Godbout, 2000 ;

evers et al., 2015 ; Lim et al., 2007 ; Rupp et al., 2012 ). 

While studies have shown decreased task-evoked activations in re-

ions of interest (ROIs) following SD, most commonly in fronto-parietal

egions ( Bell-McGinty et al., 2004 ; Chee and Tan, 2010 ; Chuah et al.,

006 ; Drummond et al., 2005 , 2000 ; Lim et al., 2007 ; Muto et al.,

016 ; Tomasi et al., 2009 ), their magnitude have not always been pre-

ictive of behavioural impairment ( Bell-McGinty et al., 2004 ; Lim et al.,

007 ). Additionally, increased activations have also been reported

n other regions following SD ( Bell-McGinty et al., 2004 ; Chee and

an, 2010 ; Drummond et al., 2000 ; Tomasi et al., 2009 ). Indeed,

ask-evoked responses may display different patterns following SD de-

ending on the task used and its difficulty, or the brain ROIs as-

essed. Thus, focusing on a dampening of specific task-evoked brain
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esponses due to fatigue is unlikely to explain cognitive impairments

n isolation. 

Instead, the coordination of regions in large-scale networks, which

an be non-invasively mapped using functional Magnetic Resonance

maging (fMRI), may play a prominent role in determining the effects

f prolonged wakefulness on cognitive function. However, few studies

ave attempted to bring into light associations between cognitive per-

ormance following sleep deprivation and functional connectivity, par-

icularly during tasks. One study attempted to do so with seed-based

unctional connectivity but did not detect significant associations with

ehavior ( De Havas et al., 2012 ). Later, other studies using resting-state

unctional connectivity detected that SD was associated with a loss of

ntegration within large-scale functional networks and a reduced segre-

ation between networks ( Ben Simon et al., 2017 ; Yeo et al., 2015 ), as

ell as an increase in the fluctuation of the global signal ( Wong et al.,

013 ; Yeo et al., 2015 ). These findings suggests that sleep deprivation

ay result in a reduction of order (i.e., increased entropy) in the brain.

mportantly, in one of these studies subjects who were more resilient to

apses in vigilance following sleep deprivation exhibited a larger extent

f highly segregated cortical networks, such as attention and default

ode networks (DMN), when they were well rested ( Yeo et al., 2015 ).

his was only observed after accounting for the increase in the global

ignal fluctuation, however recent reports indicate that global signal

egression (GSR) improves behavioral prediction accuracies taken from

unctional connectivity ( Li et al., 2019 a 2019b ). Nevertheless, this is sup-

orted by other findings showing that inter-individual differences in per-

ormance decline following sleep deprivation are trait-like ( Dennis et al.,

017 ; Lim et al., 2007 ; Rupp et al., 2012 ; Van Dongen et al., 2003 ) and

herefore may depend on individual characteristics of cortical organiza-

ion. 

Emerging analytical techniques that capture core axes of cortical or-

anization open new avenues to explore individual differences related

o extended wakefulness and resilience to sleep deprivation. These prin-

iple axes of variation in cortico-cortical functional connectivity are re-

ected in large-scale functional gradients, where the relative positioning

f all cortical regions along a functional gradient inform upon the sim-

larity of their connectivity profiles (i.e. the profile of their functional

onnectivity to all other cortical regions) and defined by maximally vari-

nt regions at either end ( Margulies et al., 2016 ; Lariviere et al., 2020 ;

aak et al., 2018 ; Bethlehem et al., 2020 ; Paquola et al., 2019 ). Func-

ional gradients, estimated using a multivariate statistical framework,

rovide a low-dimensional representation of global cortical organization

f functional connectivity patterns. Moreover, although these gradients

re decomposed from functional MRI data, they recapitulate hierarchi-

al organization of information processing streams derived from inva-

ive tract-tracing and histology ( Margulies et al., 2016 ; Mesulam 1998 ;

aquola et al., 2019 ). Furthermore, those gradients are assumed to be

mportant for constraining cognitive processes in the brain (for review,

ee ( Huntenburg et al., 2018 ). 

Alongside detailing patterns of activity in specific regions of in-

erest during a cognitive task, probing the hierarchy of cortical func-

ion would serve to provide more comprehensive and detailed insight

nto impairments in behavior. In that context, cross-referencing task-

elated activations to their position along those functional gradients

 Murphy et al., 2018 ; Murphy et al., 2019 ) can be used to demonstrate

he core axes of functional organization that are relevant for the cog-

itive processes in question. Recent work demonstrating age-related in-

ividual differences in functional gradients are relevant for cognitive

ecline ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ), suggests that this framework may be

ptimally suited to probe the significant impacts of sleep deprivation on

ognition. 

Thus, the aims of this study are: 1) to identify which functional axes

eflect brain activation patterns across cognitive tasks of attention, vig-

lance, and working memory; 2) to understand if, how, and to what

xtent these axes of functional organization change following SD and

ecover after an opportunity to nap, and; 3) determine whether individ-
al characteristics of this organization might predict the impairments in

ognition experienced following SD and their recovery after a nap. 

We expect task activation patterns will adequately reveal that spe-

ific gradient axes are relevant for ongoing cognitive processes. Also,

f functional gradients constitute an inherent coordinate system of the

uman cerebral cortex, then they will provide an opportunity to test the

xtent of disordered functional connectivity caused by sleep deprivation.

t is unlikely however that this general organization will be severely dis-

orted following sleep deprivation, because core cognitive processes are

till achievable and individual traits are still noticeable. Based on previ-

us findings that higher segregation of large-scale cortical networks at

est may be partially protective against the performance decline follow-

ng sleep deprivation ( Yeo et al., 2015 ), and that the technique of situat-

ng cortical activity in a gradient space attempts to highlight the extent

f differentiatied brain regions, it was hypothesised that the range (dis-

ance from one end to the other) of certain gradient distributions, or the

ispersion of networks within this gradient space, may result in effective

ow-dimensional predictors of resilience to state-dependent changes in

ognition, such as following sleep deprivation. 

Finally, given the debate around the use of GSR in functional con-

ectivity analyses, and the fact that previous results looking at these

nalyses after sleep deprivation reported significant results only after

SR, we performed our analyses both without and with GSR. This al-

owed us to explore the effects of GSR on gradient distribution, their

tate-dependent changes, and the relationship with performance. 

. Methods 

.1. Participants 

Participants were recruited using advertisements posted online and

ithin Concordia University, Montreal. A semi-structured interview was

onducted to assess their eligibility. Participants were required to be

ged between 18 and 30 years and considered good sleepers ( > 6 h of

leep per night) with an absence of any sleep disorders (participants with

nsomnia, sleep apnea syndrome with an apnea-hypopnea index > 5/hr,

entral disorders of hypersomnolence, restless legs syndrome, periodic

imb movements during sleep with an index > 15/hr, and parasomnias

ere excluded). Participants were also excluded for neurological or psy-

hiatric conditions (e.g. epilepsy, migraine, stroke, chronic pain, major

epression, anxiety disorder, psychotic disorder) and current use of psy-

hotropic medications or cannabis. Subjects were also asked to refrain

rom smoking tobacco for the entire duration of the study. All subjects

rovided informed consent prior to the start of the study that was ap-

roved by the Central Research Ethics Committee of the Quebec Ministry

f Health and Social Services. 

.2. Study procedure 

The study protocol is outlined in Fig. 1 A. Participants made three

isits to the laboratory. On the first visit, they were briefed on the study

rotocol and completed an overnight polysomnography to adapt to the

nvironment and to screen for any sleep disorders. To monitor their

leep pattern between this visit and the remaining visits, each partici-

ant was given a wrist actiwatch (Actiwatch, Philips Respironics, USA)

hat had to be worn until they completed the experiment. Only subjects

ith a good sleep habit (slept for > 6 hr per night with a consistent

chedule) were invited to participate in the subsequent sessions. 

The second and third visits were well-rested (WR) or sleep depri-

ation (SD) sessions. The WR and SD sessions were separated by a

inimum of one week and the order of test sessions was counterbal-

nced across participants. During the WR session, participants arrived

t 7:00pm and were given a 9-hour sleep opportunity in a dark, quiet

oom. During the SD session, participants arrived at 8:00 pm and stayed

wake the entire night in the laboratory. They were free to do as they

ish, but were constantly monitored and prevented from consuming
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Fig. 1. Study design and behavioural results. A. Participants made 3 visits to the lab: a habituation night, followed by a counterweighted design of either another 

full-night opportunity to sleep (blue), or a night of total sleep deprivation. In the morning following each night, participants completed cognitive tasks inside the 

MRI scanner. In the sleep deprived state (red), participants also had a recovery nap opportunity (yellow) and then recompleted the tasks inside the MRI scanner. B. 

The cognitive tasks encompassed domains that have been shown impaired following sleep deprivation: Attention - the Attention Network Task ( Fan et al., 2002 ); 

Working memory - the N-back Task ( Kirchner 1958 ); and Vigilance - the Mackworth Clock Task ( Lichstein et al., 2000 ). C. The percentage of correct responses and 

mean reaction time on all tasks was significantly impaired following sleep deprivation, and improved following a recovery nap. 
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ny stimulants or performing anything too stimulating (e.g. exercising

r watching horror films). Light levels were set at a constant level for

ll subjects throughout the entire night. 

In both sessions, subjects were taken to the MRI at 7:00am to be

repared for scanning, including the application of an MRI compatible

igh-density EEG cap for objective monitoring of wakefulness. Scanning

egan at 8:00am. In the WR state, the session involved two resting state

equences (a fixation cross (5 min) and the Inscapes video (7 min); Van-

erwal et al., 2015), followed by three cognitive tasks: the Attentional

etwork Task (ANT), the N-back task, and the MCT; an anatomical T1w

can, and a diffusion weighted imaging scan. In the SD state, the first

ession also involved the same two resting state sequences, followed by

he three cognitive tasks. Then subjects were provided a 60-minute nap

pportunity inside the MRI scanner. After 60 min, the participant was

oken and during the final session (post recovery nap, PRN), subjects re-

ompleted all of the cognitive tasks, as well as one resting state sequence

2  
fixation cross). At the completion of the study, subjects were debriefed

nd were advised not to drive home if they had just completed the SD

ession. 

.3. Cognitive tasks and other sequences 

The cognitive tasks ( Fig. 1 B) were chosen to reflect different types

f cognitive processing due to the known sigificant effects of sleep de-

rivation in these cognitive domains: 

Mackworth Clock Task : The version of this vigilance task used in this

tudy consisted of a circular stimuli presented on screen spatially similar

o a ticking clock. A node sequentially traversed the circumference of

he circle in discrete steps. The participants were asked to press the

rigger when the stimuli skipped or ‘jumped’ a step ( Lichstein et al.,

000 ; Loh et al., 2004 ). The task lasted 5 min in duration, with each
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lock lasting 18 s and rest period between blocks was 15 s. Therefore,

his task resembles a simple attention task. 

Attentional Network Task (ANT) : This task probes different attentional

rocesses, such as alerting, orienting and executive control ( Fan et al.,

005 , 2002 ). The ANT consists of a series of trials in which the partic-

pant is required to identify the direction (left or right) of the middle

rrow in an array of five arrows within an upper or lower panel of the

creen. The arrow is either congruent or incongruent to the direction of

ll other arrows. Different cues are displayed immediately prior to the

ppearance of the arrows, including both panels flashing (double cue;

lerting), or either panel flashing (valid or invalid cues; orienting). For a

ubset of trials, no cue precedes the appearance of the arrows (no cue).

he ANT lasted 13 min in duration, with each trial lasting 1 s with a

andom jitter (range = 2–12, mean = 5 s) between each trial. 

N-back task : This working memory task consisted of a sequence of let-

ers presented one at a time in the center of the screen ( Kirchner 1958 ;

weet 2011 ). The participant was required to respond depending on the

ifficulty level of each block of trials. At level 0-back, the participant

esponded on every trial in the block. This served as a control condition

or investigating activations related to higher level processing. At level

-back, the participant responded whenever the letter of two subsequent

rial was the same. At level 2-back, the participant responded whenever

he letter presented was the same as the letter presented 2 trials previ-

usly. The N-back lasted 8 min in duration, with each block lasting 38 s

ith 10 s between each trial. 

All tasks were run on a laptop computer using Inquisit software

 Millisecond Software LLC, 1998 ), displayed to the participant via a pro-

ector screen behind the MRI scanner. The participant responded to all

asks via button presses made using a response pad attached to the fin-

ers of the left hand. For all tasks, outcomes of reaction time (ms), accu-

acy (%; correct trials/number of trials), and lapses (number of missed

esponses) were measured. 

.4. Monitoring of wakefulness and sleep 

Participants were monitored for wakefulness during scanning

hrough a live video recording of the eyes. They were given a wake-

p call if their eyes were closed for more than 10 s during the resting-

tate or cognitive tasks to prevent them from falling asleep. When there

as uncertainty surrounding wakefulness inside the scanner, post-hoc

onfirmation of wakefulness and sleep was verified using the electroen-

ephalography (EEG) that was acquired simultaneously. 

.5. EEG acquisition and preprocessing and scoring 

EEG was acquired using an MR compatible 256 high-density geodesic

ensor EEG array (Electrical Geodesics Inc ( EGI), now Philips Neuro, Ore-
on USA ). The EEG cap included 256 sponge electrodes referenced to

z that covered the entire scalp and part of the face. EEG data were

ecorded using a battery-powered MR-compatible 256-channel ampli-

er shielded from the MR environment that was placed next to the

articipant inside the scanning room. The impedance of the electrodes

ere initally maintained below 20k Ω and kept to a maximum of 70k Ω
hroughout the recording. Data were sampled at 1000 Hz and trans-

erred outside the scanner room through fiber-optic cables to a com-

uter running the Netstation software ( v5, EGI ). The recording of EEG

as phase-synchronized to the MR scanner clock ( Sync Clock box, EGI ),
nd all scanner repetition times (TRs) and participant responses were

ecorded in the EEG traces. Electrocardiography (ECG) was also col-

ected via two MR compatible electrodes placed between the 5th and 7th

ibs and above the heart close to the sternum, and recorded at 1000 Hz

hrough a bipolar amplifier ( Physiobox, EGI ). 
The EEG data were preprocessed using the Brainvision Analyzer

 Brain Products Inc, Gilching Germany ). Firstly, the EEG data were cor-

ected for MR gradient artefacts using a 21 s sliding window template.

allistocardiographic pulse-related artefacts were separated from the
ignal using a template time-locked to the detected QRS peaks in the

CG channel and then removed from the EEG signal. The MR-denoised

EG signal was bandpass filtered between 1 and 20 Hz to remove low-

requency drift and high-frequency noise, down-sampled to 250 Hz, and

e-referenced to the linked mastoids. 

The task- and resting-wake EEG recordings were scored post-hoc to

onfirm participant wakefulness during these sessions. Scoring of the

leep session was performed in conjunction by two trained scorers (NC &

P) using the wonambi toolbox ( https://github.com/wonambi-python/

onambi) (using the channels Fz, F3, F4, C3, C4, O1 and O2) in order

o obtain measures of sleep including total sleep time, and the duration

f sleep stages. 

.6. MRI acquisition 

MRI scanning was acquired with a 3T GE scanner (General Elec-

ric Medical Systems, Wisconsin, US) using an 8-channel head coil.

unctional scans were all acquired using a gradient-echo echo-planar

maging (EPI) sequence (TR = 2500 ms, TE = 26 ms, FA = 90°,

1 transverse slices, 4-mm slice thickness with a 0% inter-slice gap,

OV = 192 × 192 mm, voxel size = 4 × 4 × 4mm 

3 and matrix

ize = 64 × 64). High-resolution T1-weighted structural images were

cquired using a 3D BRAVO sequence (TR = 7908 ms, TI = 450 ms,

E = 3.06 ms, FA = 12°, 200 slices, voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm,

OV = 256 × 256 mm). 

During all EEG-fMRI sessions, the helium pump was switched off in

rder to reduce noise artefacts infiltrating the EEG signal. To minimize

ovement-related artefacts during the scaning, MRI-compatible foam

ushions were used to fix the participant’s head in the head coil. 

.7. MRI preprocessing 

Preprocessing of fMRI data was performed using fMRIPrep 1.3.1

 Esteban et al., 2019 ); RRID:SCR_016216), which is based on

ipype 1.1.9 ( Esteban et al., 2020 ; Gorgolewski et al., 2011 );

RID:SCR_002502). Firstly, the T1-weighted (T1w) image was corrected

or intensity non-uniformity ( ANTs v2.2.0 ) and used as T1w-reference

hroughout the workflow. Then a reference volume of the EPI image and

ts skull-stripped version were generated using a custom methodology

f fMRIPrep. The BOLD reference was then co-registered to the T1w ref-

rence using bbregister ( FreeSurfer v6.0 ) which implements boundary-

ased registration ( Greve and Fischl, 2009 ). Co-registration was con-

gured with nine degrees of freedom to account for distortions re-

aining in the BOLD reference. Head-motion parameters with respect

o the BOLD reference (transformation matrices, and six correspond-

ng rotation and translation parameters) were estimated ( mcflirt, FSL
5.0.9 ; ( Jenkinson et al., 2002 ) before slice-timing correction ( AFNI ,
 Cox, 1996 )). The BOLD time-series (including slice-timing correction

hen applied) were resampled onto their original, native space by ap-

lying a single, composite transform to correct for head-motion and sus-

eptibility distortions. Transforms are concatenated and applied all at

nce, with one interpolation (Lanczos) step, so as little information is

ost as possible. Frame Displacement and the spatial standard devia-

ion of successive difference images (DVARS) were calculated for each

unctional run, both using their implementations in Nipype. Brain tissue

egmentation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), white-matter (WM) and gray-

atter (GM) was performed on the brain-extracted T1w using FAST ( FSL
5.0.9 , RRID:SCR_002823, ( Zhang et al., 2001 ). The average timeseries

f the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), white matter (WM), and whole-brain

ere also extracted. After sampling the BOLD time-series onto their orig-

nal, native space, these were then resampled via nonlinear transforma-

ion to the MNI152NLin2009cAsym standard volumetric space for all

ubjects for subsequent processing and analysis, keeping the original

esolution of the BOLD data. 

The BOLD data timeseries in standard space were further denoised

sing a 36-parameter stream of the xcpEngine ( Ciric et al., 2017 ). First,

https://github.com/wonambi-python/wonambi)
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 temporal filter (0.01–0.08 Hz) was applied to the data. Then, six re-

lignment parameters, the mean WM and CSF time series (extracted

rom fMRIPrep), as well as derivative and quadratic expansions, were

ll regressed out from the BOLD timeseries. The residuals were kept

s processed data for subsequent analyses. Due to previous reports of

he significant increase in global signal following sleep deprivation and

educed arousal levels ( Ben Simon et al., 2017 ; Wong et al., 2013 ;

eo et al., 2015 ), preceding steps were repeated with and without global

ignal regression (GSR). 

The final preprocessed BOLD time series for each subject was pro-

ected onto the cortical surface (white matter boundary, default) us-

ng the fsaverage5 template from the Freesurfer package ( mri_vol2surf;
reeSurfer v6.0 ), and smoothed along the surface space using a 6 mm

moothing kernel. The BOLD timeseries for each vertex on the fsaver-

ge surface was then assigned to one of 400 cortical parcels from a pre-

etermined standardised template of functionally similar cotical regions

 Schaefer et al., 2018 ), where each parcellation is also assigned to one

f 17 functional resting state networks ( Yeo et al., 2011 ). The timeseries

or all the vertices corresponding to each parcel were averaged to give

ne mean timeseries per parcel, resulting in a total of 400 timeseries

cross both cortical hemispheres. 

All MRI preprocessing was performed on the Compute Canada

ervers Cedar and Graham ( https://www.computecanada.ca/research-

ortal/accessing-resources/available-resources/) . 

.8. Task activations 

The timing of each stimulus and participant response for all tasks

ere obtained from the Inquisit output files and EGI marker files. These

imes were modeled with a finite impulse response to transform them

nto a timeseries. The modelled task timeseries was downsampled to

atch the TR sampling rate (0.4 Hz), and convolved with a hemody-

amic response function ( canonical HRF; SPM 12 ), for the HRF only but

o derivatives. The timeseries was then entered into a design matrix.

he matrix formulation allowed for the calculation of the least square

t for the line: 

 = 𝑿 ∗ 𝑩 + 𝑬 

here Y is the data matrix, X is the design matrix (each condition per

ask and a constant), B is the parameter matrix (the beta and the y-

ntercept of the regressor, denoted as a constant C ), and E is the error

atrix (residuals). This is the statistical formula for a simple regression

hat most major neuroimaging pipelines implement, and follows the as-

umption that the BOLD data at timepoint t comprise of a linear effect

f X (beta ∗ X t + C ) and random fluctuations ( E t ). 

To calculate activations specific to task related performance (i.e. to

xpress hypotheses about the effects defined by the design matrix) a con-

rast weights vector was created, which when multiplied by B , returned

he numerator of the t-statistic of comparing task-conditions. The con-

rasts vectors were designed specifically for each task. For the MCT, a

lock design was implemented, such that activity during the task-blocks

as compared to the null hypothesis. For the N-back task, a block de-

ign was also implemented. Activations for blocks of 0-back, 1-back and

-back were calculated against the null-hypothesis, then contrasted be-

ween the 0-back and 1- and 2-back task-condition blocks. As a condition

or working memory, only the 2-back vs. 0-back contrast was included

n these analyses. For the ANT, a trial design was used. Activations for

ach task-cue (no cue, alerting cue, orienting cue) were modelled sepa-

ately and compared to the null hypothesis to obtain a general activation

uring the entire task. 

The BOLD timeseries was modelled with the design matrix for each

f the 400 cortical parcels separately, for each subject, at the first level.

t the second level, each of the 400 modelled beta statistics across sub-

ects for each of the experimental-conditions (WR, SD and RN) were

ompared to the null hypothesis, and also contrasted against each other

i.e. WR vs SD, SD vs RN). The significance at the second level was set at
 < 0.05, and corrected for multiple comparisons using a false-discovery

ate (FDR) method ( Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995 ). A repeated mea-

ures linear model was applied to assess changes in activations between

he 3 states (WR, SD, PRN), FDR corrected across the 400 parcels, fol-

owed by pos-hoc t-tests to detect specific state-level changes. 

.9. Functional connectivity analysis 

For each subject and session, the preprocessed BOLD timeseries were

rst concatenated across all tasks, as previously implemented for study-

ng the underlying core of general cognitive processing in the human

rain ( Elliott et al., 2019 ; Shine et al., 2019 ; Zhu et al., 2017 ). The

eneral HRF task-specific activity (i.e. for all trials for the ANT and all

locks for the MCT and N-back tasks) was regressed out from the BOLD

imeseries to reduce the influence of task-evoked coactivation in the con-

ectivity analyses ( De Havas et al., 2012 ; Wang et al., 2016 ). Such an

pproach has been shown to be comparable to resting state functional

onnectivity studies and used to extract information about the intrin-

ic properties of cortical connectivity ( Elliott et al., 2019 ). Task-based

equences were used over resting-state sequences because: 1) several

ubjects fell asleep during the SD resting-state session; 2) the use of con-

atenated task sequences provided a much longer timeseries (23 min

s 5 min) allowing for greater spatial dimensionality (400 parcels) and

ore consistent gradients, and; 3) because the extracted BOLD time-

eries reflects the brain state at the time of the task performances. Nev-

rtheless, consistent with previous studies, in the WR state, the task-

egressed correlation matrix was actually significantly correlated with

he resting state correlation matrix ( r = 0.91, p < 0.001). The resulting

esampled BOLD timeseries were finally correlated between all 400 par-

ellations, resulting in a 400 × 400 correlation matrix, with 79,800 ( =
00 × 399 / 2) unique Pearson’s correlation values. A Fisher’s r-to-z

ransformation was applied to the correlation values to encourage nor-

ality prior to the transformation of functional connectivity into corti-

al gradients of functional similarity. 

.10. Generation of functional gradients and comparison with task 
ctivation patterns 

Baseline functional gradients were first derived from the group-

verage functional connectivity matrix estimated from the WR ses-

ion. Following methodology used previously ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ;

argulies et al., 2016 ; Lariviere et al., 2020 ; Paquola et al., 2019 ), the

unctional connectivity matrix was proportionally thresholded at 90%

er row, then the similarity of regional connectivity profiles were calcu-

ated using row-rise cosine similarity (to ensure symmetry) and rescaled

o 0.5–1 (to ensure non-negative values). This normalised angle matrix

as then subjected to diffusion map embedding, a non-linear dimension-

lity reduction technique ( Lafon et al., 2006 ; Vos de Wael et al., 2020 ).

n this new space, cortical nodes that are strongly interconnected by ei-

her many suprathreshold edges or few very strong edges are closer to-

ether, whereas nodes with little or no intercovariance are farther apart.

ith diffusion map embedding, a random walker is initialised to approx-

mate the likelihood of transition between nodes, illuminating the local

eometry of the normalised angle matrix. The name of this approach,

hich belongs to the family of graph Laplacians, derives from the equiv-

lence of the distance between points in the low-dimensional embed-

ing space and the diffusion distance between probability distributions

t those points. The form of the input matrix, which is subjected to

0% row-wise thresholding and row-rise cosine normalization of edges

etween 0.5 and 1, reduces the likelihood of outlier regions. Outliers

eren’t observed in the projection. This results in a transition matrix,

cross which a Markov chain is run forward in time linking the local ge-

metries into a set of global axes. These global axes are represented as a

et of eigenvectors of the diffusion map embedding, commonly referred

o as gradients in neuroimaging practice. All cortical parcels could thus

e projected on each gradient. The relative value of regions projected

https://www.computecanada.ca/research-portal/accessing-resources/available-resources/\051
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long a functional gradient inform upon the similarity of their functional

onnectivity profiles (i.e. normalized connectivity profile with all other

ortical regions), in relation to that axis of cortical organistion. Each

radient can be described by its anchor points – i.e. the regions that are

rojected at each extreme end of the gradient, and which have there-

ore maximally variant functional connectivity profiles. Regions in the

enter of a gradient express functional connectivity profiles that are less

istinguishable. The first three gradients were selected for subsequent

nalysis, as they account for approximately 50% of the total variance

nd have been previously well characterised ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ;

argulies et al., 2016 ). The above was repeated for the group average

onnectivity matrices in the SD and PRN conditions, which were then

ligned to the baseline (WR) functional gradients via Procrustes rotation

 Langs et al., 2015 ; Wang and Mahadevan, 2008 ). 

To compare task activations patterns to the functional gradients,

nce the 400 parcellations were arranged along a gradient, they were

hen discretized (i.e., grouped) into 50 equally sized bins (i.e., spatial

lusters across the entire gradient), following a recent approach to strat-

fy task-based fMRI data using connectome topographies ( Murphy et al.,

018 ; Murphy et al., 2019 ). This was performed for each gradient sepa-

ately. In each subject, t-statistics task-activations (per task) were then

veraged within each bin, and values were smoothed with a 10-bin

aussian kernel. T-statistic values within each bin were then contrasted

etween states at a second level and corrected for multiple comparisons

sing a FDR of p < 0.05. 

.11. Distance metrics in the functional gradient space 

Gradients were also calculated (using the same diffusion map em-

edding procedure as described above) from the connectivity matrix for

ach individual in each three states. Individual functional connectiv-

ty matrices from the SD and PRN sessions were then aligned to their

aseline (WR) individual functional gradients via Procrustes rotation.

o estimate the impact of sleep deprivation and a recovery nap on seg-

egation of cortical function, we calculated a set of measures to quantify

he dispersion within and between functional communities in a multi-

imensional connectivity space, bounded by all three gradients simulta-

eously. These measures were: (i) the numerical range of each functional

radient; (ii) the centrality of all cortical parcels in this 3D space; (iii)

he dispersion of functional networks ( Yeo et al., 2011 ) in the 3D gradi-

nt space, and; (iv) the pairwise Euclidean distance between all cortical

arcels in the 3D gradient space. Specifically, the range of each gradi-

nt was calculated as the distance from the minimum to the maximum

radient eigenvector values, and indicates a segregation (i.e. different

onectivity profile) of the gradient extremes as well as an increased con-

ectivity pattern within the extremes. For each parcel, centrality was

alculated as the average Euclidean distance to all other parcels in the

D gradient space (accounting for the full 3D space and not one gra-

ient only). In this context, high centrality refers to the smallest dis-

ance to all other parcels in space (i.e. towards the center of the 3D gra-

ient space), and thus indicates a functional connectivity profile that

sn’t differentiated across all three gradients. Within-network disper-

ion was calculated as the sum of the squared Euclidean distances in

he 3D gradient space of all parcels within that network to the net-

ork centroid (i.e., the mean coordinates in 3D gradient space of all

arcels belonging to that network). A small dispersion value could be

nterpreted as a highly integrated network, segregated from other net-

orks. These multi-dimensional gradient metrics are motivated by prior

elated work on network integration and segregation, are assumed to re-

ect segregation of functional networks, and have been demonstrated

o be comparable with other approaches of measuring network changes

uch as clustering, as well as within-network connectivity and segrega-

ion ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ). Particularly, Euclidean distance in the 3D

radient space reflects the similarity of connectivity profiles between

ortical parcellations, across multiple axes of differentiation. The met-

ics were compared across states (WR, SD and PRN) using a repeated-
easures linear model with post-hoc t-tests between states. Finally, the

ange of gradients were compared before and after applying GSR with

aired-sample t-tests p < 0.05. 

.12. Comparisons of cognitive performances across states 

To compare cognitive performances across the three states we first

erformed a repeated measures ANOVA to check for the effect of state.

hen a Tukey’s post-hoc (q) test was used to compare performances

etween each state, which controls for multiple comparisons. 

.13. Prediction of state dependent changes in cognitive performance with 
unctional connectivity during the well-rested state 

We aimed to test the predictive utility of vulnerability to sleep de-

rivation and the recovery following a nap using the distance metrics

f the three gradients. Firstly, the ranges of each gradient at the WR

tate were together entered into stepwise linear regression models as

redictors. Then, the change in accuracy of correct responses from WR

o SD (as% of score in the WR sate) and from SD to PRN on the MCT,

NT and 2-back were entered separately as dependent variables, result-

ng in 6 stepwise regression models. In each, starting from a constant

odel, a forward and backward stepwise regression was used to de-

ermine a final model. The initial model contained an intercept, linear

erm for each predictor, and all products of pairs of distinct predictors

no squared terms). 

To assess the relationship between cognition and measures of net-

ork dispersion in the 3D gradient space (i.e. network level segrega-

ion), we used a partial least squares (PLS) model. This was chosen over

 linear regression model due to a) the number of predictors, and b)

he high collinearity between network dispersion metrics making them

nsuitable for multiple linear regression. PLS analysis is a multivari-

te statistical technique that finds weighted patterns of variables in a

redictor set (X) and response set (Y) to achieve maximum covariance

cross all variables ( Krishnan et al., 2011 ; McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004;

cIntosh and Misic, 2013 ). We entered the range of the 3 gradients and

ispersions of 17 functional networks in 3D gradient space into a Nx20

atrix X and the cognitive measures at the WR state (RT and accuracy

or all three tasks) into a Nx6 matrix Y (where N is the number of sub-

ects). A covariance matrix was created from these two variable sets and

ubjected to singular value decomposition ( Eckart and Young, 1936 ): 

 

T 𝐘 = 𝐔 Δ𝐕 

𝐓 

o identify latent gradient-cognition variables U and V, where U and V

re matrices of left (predictor) and right (response) singular vectors, and

is a diagonal matrix with singular values along the diagonal. 

Statistical significance of these resulting latent variables (i.e. their

redicitive utility) was assessed by 10,000 permutations, determining

ow these latent variables compared to a null distribution of singu-

ar values. Permutation tests were conducted by randomly reordering

he rows of the original data matrix X , generating a set of permuted

ata matrices where the original ordering of individual participants had

een shuffled. The reliability of singular weights (i.e., weights of specific

etwork dispersion variables) were assessed using bootstrap resampling

10,000 repetitions), which was performed by randomly resampling par-

icipants with replacement (i.e., the rows of data matrices X and Y ). This

llowed patterns derived from the analysis to be cross-validated. Boot-

trap ratios were calculated as the ratio of each variable’s weight to

ts bootstrap-estimated standard error, as has been employed in other

tudies ( Kirschner et al., 2020 ; Mi š i ć et al., 2016 ). We first performed

he PLS analysis with just the performance measures at the WR state,

o determine if these network dispersion metrics in gradient space were

elevant for cognition generally. This was repeated for the change in cog-

itive measures from the WR to the SD state, as well as from SD to PRN,

o determine whether dispersion of networks informs state-dependent

hanges in cognitive performance. 
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Fig. 2. Cortical gradients of functional organization. A. The topographic profile of each gradient along the cortex. B. The distribution of gradient eigenvector 

loading values (boxplot representation) for parcels belonging to the 17 functional networks ( Yeo et al., 2011 ) along each gradient demonstrates the clear distinction 

of somatomotor to visual regions in gradient one, transmodal to sensory regions in gradient two, and multiple-demand to paralimbic regions in gradient three. The 

y-axes are in arbitrary units, however are the same scale across the three gradients. C. The three gradients projected in a 3-dimensional gradient space, with rotations 

of the space for visualization. This axes of this 3D space represent each gradient, and separate distinct functional poles of cortical organization. When the three 

gradient axes are projected simultaneously onto the cortical surface, they show an organised spatial pattern. 
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.14. Code and data availability 

All code used in this manuscript is available from https://github.

om/nathanecross/sleep-deprivation/tree/master/Gradients 

. Results 

Thirty-four participants were recruited for the study. Six participants

ere excluded due to the presence of sleep disorders (sleep apnea syn-

rome, restless legs syndrome) during the habituation night, 1 subject

as excluded due to excessive motion and 1 due to artefacts during

canning, and six withdrew before the completion of the study. During

he SD session, all participants included in the final sample remained

wake throughout the tasks. Only one subject consistently dozed during

ognitive testing, and this subject was removed from the final analyses

ue to excessive head motion artefact caused by dozing (0.58 mm aver-

ge, compared to a group average of 0.19 ± 0.09 mm). The final sample

onsisted of twenty participants (mean age of 21.2 ± 2.5 years, 12 fe-

ales). Average framewise displacement was not significantly different

etween the three sessions ( F = 2.36, p = 0.109). 

.1. Task-related brain activation patterns across cortical gradients during 
ested wakefulness 

Fig. 2 depicts three large-scale gradients that explained ~50% of the

ariance in the task-regressed functional connectivity matrices across

he cortex. The first axis (gradient 1) depicts a gradient running from the

omatomotor cortex to the visual areas (18.3% of variance explained).

he second axis (gradient 2) depicts a gradient ranging from the trans-

odal cortex ( Mesulam 1994 ) (e.g. frontoparietal and DMN) to the uni-

odal primary sensory areas (visual and somatosensory) (16.5% vari-

nce). The final axis (gradient 3) depicts a gradient running from ar-

as commonly implicated in multiple-demands (executive control) to

he paralimbic cortex (overlapping with part of the DMN) (13.5%).
hese gradients are in agreement with what have been reported pre-

iously in the literature ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ; Margulies et al., 2016 ;

aquola et al., 2019 ; Vos de Wael et al., 2020 ). 

Activation patterns during the MCT were the most widespread of the

 tasks ( Fig. 3 A). The largest magnitude activations were observed in the

eft and right frontal eye fields (5 parcels, t = 6.6–9.1, all p < 0.001 FDR

orrected), left and right superior parietal lobule (13 parcels, t = 5.3–

.8, p = 0.001–0.004 FDR corrected), left and right inferior parietal sul-

us (8 parcels, t = 3.6–5.0, p = 0.006–0.025 FDR corrected), left and

ight extrastriate cortex (11 parcels, t = 3.4–5.2, p = 0.003–0.035 FDR

orrected), and the left and front medial frontal gyrus (6 parcels, t = 4.0–

.3, p = 0.001–0.025 FDR corrected). There were also significant deac-

ivations within the left and right superior extrastriate cortex (9 parcels,

 = − 8.6–3.6, p = 0.001–0.025 FDR corrected) and left and right poste-

ior cingulate cortex (7 parcels, t = − 5.9–3.3, p = 0.002–0.045 FDR cor-

ected). A full list of significant parcels are listed in Supplementary Table

. 

When the cortical parcellations were represented in the 3D gradi-

nt space, the activations appeared to congregate in approximately one

hird of the space. Specifically, when the task activations were dis-

retized along the functional gradient in bins, a large number of ac-

ivations occurred at the bottom third of Gradient 3, regions that are

ommonly implicated in attentional processing ( Fig. 3 B). This downsam-

ling approach led to higher t-values in Gradient 3 (multiple-demand to

aralimbic) than on the other gradient axes, as the regions specifically

ctive in the task were grouped together and averaged along this gra-

ient axis. However, there were also significant activations in the third

uadrant of gradient 1 (bins 28–38). 

The greatest magnitude of activations during the 2-back task (con-

rasted against 0-back) were observed in the dorsolateral prefrontal cor-

ex (2 parcels, t = 3.3–9.1, p = 0.001–0.022 FDR corrected), frontal

ye fields (6 parcels, t = 3.0–6.9, p = 0.001–0.034 FDR corrected), lat-

ral prefrontal cortex (9 parcels, t = 2.99–4.85, p = 0.003–0.033), infe-

ior parietal sulcus (8 parcels, t = 3.1–3.99, p = 0.005–0.027 FDR cor-

https://github.com/nathanecross/sleep-deprivation/tree/master/Gradients
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Fig. 3. Task evoked activations during tasks of vigilance and working memory. A. Task activations along the cortical surface and the 3D gradient space in the WR 

state during the Mackworth Clock Task (MCT). Each point in the scatterplot represents a parcel, and coloured (non-shaded) points represent significant activations 

after correction for comparisons across the cotex (FDR p < 0.05). Each axis of the 3D space is colored to represent the direction of each gradient. B. Task activations 

in all parcels were averaged across 50 bins after being ordered along each gradient for each state (WR, SD, PRN). Lines represent mean activation per bin across 

subjects, and shading represents standard deviation. gray shading blocks indicate a statistically significant state-dependent change in activation (F-test, FDR corrected 

for multiple comparisons across gradient bins). Colours along each x-axis represent the direction of each gradient, as illustrated on the cortical surface representation 

above each graph. C . Task activations along the cortical surface and the 3D gradient space in the WR state during the 2-back vs 0-back task. Each point in the 

scatterplot represents a parcel, and coloured (non-shaded) points represent significant activations after correction for comparisons across the cotex (FDR p < 0.05). 

Each axis of the 3D space is colored to represent the direction of each gradient. D. Task activations in all parcels were averaged across 50 bins after being ordered 

along each gradient for each state (WR, SD, PRN). Lines represent mean activation per bin across subjects, and shading represents standard deviation. Colours along 

each x-axis represent the direction of each gradient. 
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ected), and superior parietal lobule (8 parcels, t = 2.7–4.87, p = 0.003–

.049 FDR corrected; Fig. 3 C). There were also significant deactivations

ithin the left and right somatomotor cortex (17 parcels, t = − 5.3–2.7,

 = 0.003–0.045 FDR corrected), posterior cingulate cortex (6 parcels,

 = − 5.2–2.8, p = 0.003–0.045 FDR corrected), and superior extrastriate

ortex (6 parcels, t = − 4.8–3.4, p = 0.003–0.019). A full list of significant

arcels is shown in Supplementary Table 2. Similar to the MCT, parcels

ith significant task activations appeared to congregrate in a third of

he 3D gradient space, while deactivations were spread across the top

alf of the space. Again, when the task activations were discretized along

he functional gradient in bins, the most substantial activations occurred

t one end (multiple-demand) of gradient 3 ( Fig. 3 D). However, there

ere also activations present at one end (transmodal) of gradient 2, and

 peak towards the center of gradient 1. Activations for the contrast

-back vs 0-back are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1A and 1B). 

During the ANT task, there were activations in the superior parietal

obe (SPL, Dorsal Attention Network), extrastriate cortex (Central Visual

etwork), left inferior parietal sulcus and insular cortex (small activa-

ion patterns, all uncorrected for multiple comparisons at p < 0.05, Sup-

lementary Fig. 1C). Additionally there were deactivations in the PCC

Default Mode Network), left auditory cortex, and extensive deactiva-

ions in the left somatomotor cortex (all uncorrected for multiple com-

arisons at p < 0.05). Two parcels survived correction for multiple com-

arisons across all cortical parcels: left somatomotor cortex ( t = − 4.78,

 = 0.026) and right SPL ( t = 5.33, p = 0.016; Supplementary Table 3).

espite reduced power, the trends were similar for the ANT compared

o the MCT and 2-back task when discretizing the task activations into

0 gradient bins (Supplementary Fig. 1D), with the greatest activations

ccuring at the end of gradient 3. 
.2. Changes in cortical activations following sleep deprivation and 
ecovery nap 

Changes in cortical activations during the MCT are shown in Sup-

lementary Fig. 2A. Uncorrected for multiple comparisons, there were

ignificant reductions in activity in parcellations belonging to the cen-

ral visual, dorsal attention and tempoparietal networks after SD com-

ared to WR (Supplementary Table 4, Cohen’s d average = 0.64). One par-

el, located within the dorsal attention network, survived correction for

ultiple comparisons (across significantly active parcels at baseline).

ollowing the PRN, there was an increase in activation in the same re-

ion. Investigating differences across the gradient bins however yielded

 wider area of difference - the increased sensitivity arising due to clus-

ering of regions into a reduced number of regions basd on their simi-

ar profile of functional connectivity ( Fig. 3 B). Specifically, there were

ignificant reduced activations during the SD state compared to the WR

tate in gradient 1 in the middle (bins 30:36, t = − 3.4–2.9) and increased

eactivations toward the visual end (bins 5:7, t = − 3.0–3.2). Addition-

lly, there were significant reduced activations following SD compared

o the WR state the end of gradient 3 (multiple-demand) that exhibited

he greatest task-evoked activations in the WR state (20 bins, t = − 3.39–

.63, p < 0.05 FDR corrected). Following the PRN, activations recovered

nly in the regions at the visual end of gradient 1 (all t = 3.4–3.9). No

ther changes in bins were signficant between states. 

For the 2-back task, there were slight reductions in very focal areas

n the cortical surface, including the left supraparietal lobule, and left

nd right medial parietal lobe (Supplementary Table 5, Supplementary

ig. 2B, d average = 0.61), however these did not survive multiple com-

arison correction. When discretized into bins along each gradient, we
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ound no significant state-dependent differences in activations during

he 2-back task ( Fig. 3 D). 

Changes in cortical activations during the ANT are shown in Supple-

entary Fig. 2C (d average = 0.69). No parcels survived multiple com-

arison correction between any of the states. When discretized into

ins, there were no significant state-dependent differences in activation

cross the gradient bins for all three gradients. 

.3. Changes in functional gradients following sleep deprivation and 
ecovery nap 

There were no significant state-dependent changes in the range of

radient 1 (F 19, 1 = 2.85, p = 0.071), gradient 2 (F 19, 1 = 1.28, p = 0.289)

r gradient 3 (F 19, 1 = 1.79, p = 0.180; Fig. 4 A). Between WR and

D states, the range of gradient 1 (0.23 ± 0.03 vs 0.21 ± 0.03; t = − 1.83,

 = 0.083, d = 0.52) and gradient 3 (0.18 ± 0.02 vs 0.16 ± 0.03; t = − 1.85,

 = 0.080, d = 0.55) trended towards a decrease, but not gradient 2

0.17 ± 0.02 vs 0.17 ± 0.02; t = − 0.17, p = 0.969, d = 0.04). There were

o significant differences in the range of any gradient between the SD

nd PRN states. Furthermore, the distribution of parcels along each gra-

ient did not significantly change across diferent states ( Fig. 4 B). 

Parcels that were the furthest distance away from all others (i.e. ex-

ibited the lowest centrality) in the 3D gradient space ( Fig. 4 C) also

howed the greatest state-dependent shifts in centrality ( r = 0.65, p <
.001, d average = 1.03); Fig. 4 D). This mostly incorporated parcels in

he visual areas, but also included the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC).

pecifically, the visual areas moved down gradient 1 (toward the so-

atomotor end) and gradient 2 (toward the transmodal end), while

he parcels in the PCC moved down gradient 3 (toward the multiple-

emand end; Fig. 4 E). These parcels all shifted back in the opposite

irection from the SD to the PRN state, indicating partial recovery of

hese changes. 

Compared to the WR state, following SD there was a significant in-

reased dispersion of the Visual B network ( t = 3.56, p = 0.036 FDR

orrected), but no other network. In addition, as whole communities,

he two visual networks increased their mean centrality in the entire 3D

radient space, in the SD compared to the WR state, shifting towards all

ther networks ( t = − 3.3–4.1, p < 0.05 FDR corrected). At the PRN state

he centrality of these two networks did not significantly change. There

ere no other significant shifts in centrality of any other functional net-

ork. The pairwise distance between all parcels in the 3D gradient space

emonstrated that parcels within the visual networks moved towards all

ther parcels following SD compared to the WR state ( Fig. 5 C). Notably,

arcels within the somatomotor and dorsal attention B networks also

oved away from all other parcels in the 3D gradient space. 

To further investigate the correspondence between the functional

radients across vigilance states, we compared the three primary gra-

ients between each state omitting alignment with Procrustes rota-

ion. Spearman rank correlations between gradients from different states

ere on average 0.89 (range 0.82 - 0.98), demonstrating a high degree

f similarity in these gradients across states. 

.4. The effect of global signal regression 

Based on previous reports that the global signal fluctuation increases

fter SD, the global signal (GS) was compared across states. Consistent

ith this earlier work, we defined GS to be the mean time series obtained

y averaging the preprocessed BOLD time courses across all cortical gray

atter parcels, and the GS fluctuation as the temporal standard devia-

ion of the GS ( Orban et al., 2020 ; Wong et al., 2013 ). Indeed, the global

ignal fluctuation was significantly greater in the SD compared to the

R state (average standard deviation = 2.5 (SD) vs 1.9 (WR), t = 3.54,

 = 0.002, d = 0.95). The global fluctuation did not significantly de-

rease following PRN (sd = 2.4, t = − 0.82, p = 0.422, d = 0.12). 

After performing GSR on the BOLD timeseries, we repeated all the

nalyses reported above. GSR had a significant impact on the changes
bserved in functional connectivity ( Fig. 5 A). Specifically, while a

idespread increase in functional connectivity was observed between

he WR and SD states when GSR was omitted, there was instead a mix

f both increases and decreases in functional connectivity when GSR

as applied, as expected by the positive and negative correlations usu-

lly observed after GSR. At the network level, there was an increase in

unctional connectivity between certain networks (such as the DMN and

ttentional networks), and a decrease in functional connectivity within

ertain networks (such as the DMN, ventral attention, and visual net-

orks). 

Performing GSR resulted in an overall reduction in the range of gra-

ient 3 at the WR state ( t = − 2.9, p = 0.009; Fig. 5 B). However it did not

ignificantly alter the observed changes in the three gradients after sleep

eprivation. Reductions in the range of the gradients followed the same

rends as when GSR was omitted (Supplementary Fig. 3A). Regarding

he shift in centrality of cortical parcels in the 3D gradient space, per-

orming GSR resulted in the same observed shifts in centrality, however

he movement of parcellations in the posterior cingulate cortex along

radient 3 was more extensive (Supplementary Fig. 3C). 

GSR reduced the largest changes in the pairwise distance in 3D gradi-

nt space between the WR and SD states ( Fig. 5 C). While parcels within

he visual networks moved toward all other parcels, the magnitude of

his distance was reduced following GSR. Similar trends were observed

or parcels in the somatomotor networks moving away from all other

arcels. Furthermore, GSR emphasised other specific changes, such as

he DMN moving closer to the attention and fronto-parietal control net-

orks. 

.5. Task performance before and after sleep deprivation and post recovery
ap 

Mean performance scores during each task are depicted in Fig. 1 C

nd reported in Supplementary Table 6. As expected, across all tasks

utcomes were significantly impaired following sleep deprivation, and

mproved following the recovery nap. In the MCT, mean reaction time

ncreased from the WR to the SD state ( q = 5.41, 95%CI = − 43.6 to − 8.8,

 = 0.003, d = 0.48), and decreased from the SD to PRN state ( q = − 5.82,

5%CI = 11.2 to 47.3, p = 0.004, d = 0.57), but there were no differ-

nces between the WR and PRN states ( q = 0.62, 95%CI = − 14.5 to 20.5,

 = 0.673; F 1, 19 = 10.71, 𝜂2 = 0.056; p < 0.001, d = 0.05). Accuracy on the

CT also decreased from the WR to the SD state ( q = − 4.73, 95%CI = 2.8

o 20.9, p = 0.009, d = 0.60), and increased from the SD to PRN state

 q = 4.59, 95%CI = − 19.2 to − 2.3, p = 0.011, d = 0.59), but there were

o differences between the WR and PRN states ( q = 0.63, 95%CI = − 5.5

o 7.8, p = 0.606; F 1, 19 = 8.45, 𝜂2 = 0.078, p = 0.002, d = 0.06). In the

NT, there were mean reaction time differences between the WR and

D states ( q = 5.66, 95%CI = − 111.4 to − 24.9, p = 0.002, d = 1.29),

nd between the SD and PRN states ( q = − 5.45, 95%CI = 18.9 to 91.9,

 = 0.003, d = 0.78), but not between the WR and PRN states ( q = 1.26,

5%CI = − 49.3 to 23.8, p = 0.654; F 1, 19 = 11.19, 𝜂2 = 0.093, p < 0.001,

 = 0.15). Accuracy decreased from the WR to the SD state ( q = 5.43,

5%CI = 7.1 to 34.6, p = 0.003, d = 0.71), and decreased from the SD

o PRN state ( q = − 5.03, 95%CI = − 25.4 to − 4.2, p = 0.006, d = 0.56),

ut there were no differences between the WR and PRN states ( q = 2.13,

5%CI = − 4.1 to 16.2, p = 0.309; F 1, 19 = 10.99, 𝜂2 = 0.204, p < 0.001,

 = 0.46). In the 2-back task, mean reaction time increased between

he WR and SD states ( q = 5.31, 95%CI = − 366.1 to − 70.6, p = 0.004,

 = 1.06), and decreased between the SD and PRN states ( q = − 4.42,

5%CI = 27.5 to 267.0, p = 0.015, d = 0.61), but did not significantly

hange between the WR and PRN states ( q = 2.78, 95%CI = − 163.1 to

0.8, p = 0.148; F 1, 19 = 10.76, 𝜂2 = 0.161, p < 0.001, d = 0.44). Accu-

acy decreased from the WR to the SD state ( q = 5.02, 95%CI = 3.2 to

9.5, p = 0.005, d = 1.33), and decreased from the SD to PRN state ( q =
 4.73, 95%CI = − 13.7 to − 1.9, p = 0.009, d = 0.76), but there were no

ifferences between the WR and PRN states ( q = 2.88, 95%CI = − 0.9 to

.1, p = 0.13; F 1, 19 = 10.77, 𝜂2 = 0.226, p = 0.001, d = 0.66). 
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Fig. 4. Changes in functional gradients across the Well-Rested (WR), Sleep-Deprived (SD) and Post-Recovery Nap (PRN) states. A . The range of each gradient 

did not statistically change across states. B . The distribution of parcels within gradients did not significantly change across states C . In the WR state, the visual 

and somatomotor areas exhibited the lowest centrality in the 3D gradient space. D . Only parcels in the visual and the posterior cingulate cortex demonstrated 

state-dependent shifts in centrality ( F = 1.2–15.9, p < 0.05 FDR corrected). Coloured points in the scatterplot represent significantly thresholded parcels. E . Left : 
Multi-dimensional color-coding to represent along which gradient axes were the primary directions of each significant state-dependent shift in centrality in the 3D 

gradient space (from D). Top : The cortical parcels demonstrating state-dependent shifts in centrality are highlighted with the color indicating the direction of their 

primary shifts in the 3D space. Bottom : These parcels are displayed back on each gradient in each state to demonstrate the shifts of these parcels up and down each 

individual gradient. 
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Fig. 5. The effect of global signal regression (GSR) on functional connectivity of the cortex and functional gradients. A. When GSR was not performed, there was 

a widespread increase in functional connectivity in the SD state when compared to the WR state, when considering standard connectome analysis. When GSR was 

performed, the difference between states was reduced, and mixed increases and decreases in connectivity between networks were observed. B . When represented in 

the 3D gradient space, 17 global functional networks clearly cluster in particular regions of the space, highlighting the organizing principle of the gradients. GSR 

reduced the range of Gradient 3 but otherwise the gradients in 3D space remained similar. C. State dependent changes the pairwise distance in 3D gradient space 

between the WR and SD states. GSR reduced the largest shifts in distance that were observed when it was not performed, and emphasised other specific changes, 

such as the DMN moving closer to the attention and fronto-parietal control networks. 
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Fig. 6. The relationship between the interaction between ranges of functional gradients in the cortex at rested wakefulness (WR) and the change in performance 

on the 2-back task due to sleep deprivation (SD) and post a recovery nap (PRN). Each point represents a participant. Units on y-axis represent the sum of gradient 

ranges - these are arbitrary units but have been aligned across subjects for comparability using Procrustes rotation. R 2 values correspond to the regression model 

which included the individual ranges of both gradients and their interaction terms. Colors illustrate the change in 2-back performance to identify participants more 

resilient (green) from those more vulnerable (red) to SD (left scatter plot), and those who recovered more (green) from those who recovered less (red) after the nap 

(right scatter plot). 
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.6. The relationship between functional gradients and behavior 

The magnitude of task-evoked activations in any cortical parcel dur-

ng the WR state were not significantly related to any reductions in per-

ormance on the MCT, ANT or 2-back task (for either reaction time or

ccuracy). The reduction in activations observed within the bins of gra-

ient 1 or at the end of gradient 3 during the MCT in the SD state were

ot correlated with changes in either reaction time or accuracy on this

ask. 

A stepwise linear regression model used to assess the relationship

etween gradient ranges and the decline in performance following SD,

howed that the range of gradient 1 (Somatomotor-Visual) and gradi-

nt 3 (multiple-demand to paralimbic) in the WR state were together

ignificant predictors of the decline in accuracy on the 2-back task

F 1, 16 = 5.17, R 

2 = 0.49, p = 0.011) ( Fig. 6 ). Similarly the range of

hese two gradients also predicted the extent of improvement in accu-

acy at the 2-back task following the PRN (F 1, 16 = 3.08, R 

2 = 0.52,

 = 0.045) ( Fig. 6 ). There was no relationship between the range of

radients and changes in performance on the MCT, or performance re-

ated to the Alerting or Orienting stages of the ANT. The association

ith the Executive stage of the ANT was weak (F 1, 18 = 4.39, R 

2 = 0.20,

 = 0.051), with only the range of the third gradient as a variable in the

odel. 

Multivariate PLS analysis identified two statistically significant la-

ent variables (LVs) representative of shared covariance between gradi-

nt dispersion metrics (dispersion of networks within the 3D gradient

pace) and cognitive performance at the WR state. The first LV (per-

uted P = 0.008) accounted for 75% of the cross-block covariance. The

trongest contributors to the first LV were the range of gradient 1, and

he dispersion of the Ventral Attention B, Dorsal Attention B, and De-

ault Mode C networks. However, there were no significant relationships

etween the dispersion of large-scale networks within the 3D gradient

pace and the change in performance on any of the tasks relating to SD.

he first latent variable from the PLS analysis was the only variable that

pproached significance (permuted P = 0.067), despite accounting for

3% of the covariance between gradient dispersion metrics and cogni-

ive function. 

p  
. Discussion 

By decomposing functional connectivity across the entire cortex into

rimary axes of differentiation, we were able to further probe the effects

f sleep deprivation on cognitive and functional processes in the brain.

he emerging approach of situating the activity of the cortex along gra-

ients of differentiation was used under the assumption that it consti-

utes a basic structure of brain organization that constrain cognitive pro-

esses, and thus may be informative for exposing features of this orga-

ization that are related to brain states ( Karapanagiotidis et al., 2019 ).

his technique extends upon the idea of capitalizing on intrisinic coor-

inate systems - naturally occurring axes based on function rather than

hose in physical space - to study the organization of the human cortex.

y using the normalized cosine angle between rows in the functional

onnectivity matrix, this approach is actually sensitive to the shape of

he functional connectivity profiles rather than to the variations in am-

litude. Such an approach makes it possible to compare the shapes of

onnectivity profiles, providing an analysis of the underlying structure

f statistical dependencies among cortical regions. 

Here, we leveraged three primary gradients relevant for hierarchical

nformation processing in the brain, in line with what has been pre-

iously reported ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ; Karapanagiotidis et al., 2019 ;

argulies et al., 2016 ; Murphy et al., 2019 ). In particular, we found that

he third gradient, extending from regions in frontoparietal and atten-

ion networks (multiple-demand) to paralimbic areas, was relevant for

he cognitive processes involved in both vigilance and working memory

asks, which was validated by the task-evoked activations. 

.1. Cortical gradients represent cognitive processes 

When cortical activations during attention and working memory

asks were averaged across bins of each gradient, clearly discernable sec-

ions of gradients exhibited significant elevated activity related to either

ask. This pattern of task activation assisted with conceptually defining

he gradients within a cognitive framework. Relevant to both the atten-

ion and working memory tasks was activity at the end of the third gradi-

nt, which corresponded to fronto-parietal regions and is consistent with

revious evidence that activity in these regions is linked with executive
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w  
ontrol (multiple-demand) and goal-oriented cognition ( Harding et al.,

015 ; Spreng et al., 2010 ). Specifically relevant to the 2-back task of

orking memory was activity at the very extreme end of the second

radient. These reflect transmodal regions previously shown to serve

igher order functions such as the manipulation of incoming sensory

nformation for integration with internal knowledge ( Margulies et al.,

016 ; Murphy et al., 2019 ). While activations for the ANT were statisti-

ally weaker, this was likely due to the use of a trial-based design over

 block-design for this task ( Maus et al., 2010 ). Overall, these findings

irectly support the notion that functional gradients are relevant for ac-

ivity patterns underlying ongoing cognitive processes. 

We also found that averaging across bins of the functional gradi-

nts provided greater sensitivity in detecting state dependent changes

n task-evoked cortical activations. On the MCT task in particular,

hile reduced activity was observed in key ROIs that have been

pecifically studied previously ( Bell-McGinty et al., 2004 ; Chee and

an, 2010 ; Chuah et al., 2006 ; Drummond et al., 2005 ; Lim et al., 2007 ;

omasi et al., 2009 ), very few of the changes in activations survived

orrections for multiple comparisons across the entire 400 cortical par-

ellations, indicating the limited magnitude of these changes in the con-

ext of whole cortical activity. However, when these activations were

veraged across gradient bins, significant reductions following SD were

bserved in a consistent range of bins - given their functional similar-

ty defined by this gradient. This highlights another potential benefit

f using gradients for dimensionality reduction in task-based analysis

f brain activity, especially when it is not feasible to recruit large co-

orts (i.e. in certain clinical populations or using complex multi-modal

maging) to detect subtle, yet meaningful changes. 

.2. Functional gradients express minor state dependent changes following 
leep deprivation 

Despite observing a general widespread increase in functional con-

ectivity following sleep deprivation, the functional gradients displayed

 relatively high degree of stability ( Fig. 4 ), i.e. the shape of the overall

unctional connectivity structure was preserved even if the overall am-

litude was modulated. The visual system exhibited the greatest state

ependent shifts, suggesting the functional connectivity profile of the

isual regons became less independent following SD. This is likely due

o its extreme position in the gradient space at rested wakefulness. The

haracteristic pattern of information processing in the visual system fol-

ows a very ordered hierarchy ( Mishkin et al., 1983 ), tightly correspon-

ant with microstructure ( Rosenke et al., 2018 ) and gradients of gene

xpression ( Gomez et al., 2019 ), and thus can be notably distinguished

rom the rest of the cortex. There was also a significant state-dependent

hift in the centrality of the posterior cingulate cortex, particularly to-

ards executive centres. The relatively strong connections between the

CC and the rest of the DMN are decreased during light sedation (i.e. a

educed level of waking consciousness; ( Greicius et al., 2008 ), as well

s disconnecting from anterior nodes of the DMN (i.e. ACC, MPFC) as

leep deepens ( Horovitz et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, the PCC specifically

isplays significantly lower cerebral blood flow ( Carhart-Harris et al.,

012 ) and higher desynchronisation ( Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013 )

uring psychedelic states. In the context of these findings, the current re-

ults implicate the PCC as a region potentially susceptible to the quality

f conscious states. 

It was noticed that the range of gradient 1 (somatomotor-visual) and

radient 3 (multiple-demand to paralimbic) displayed a trend towards

 decrease following sleep deprivation, even if this was not statistically

ignificant. While reductions in these gradients following sleep depri-

ation would be consistent with an increase in global connectivity (i.e.

educed differentiation of function), the vulnerability of these axes to

tate-dependent changes needs to be confirmed in a larger sample be-

ore any conclusions could be made. More subtle differences in func-

ional connectivity may have occurred that could not be observed with

he power of the current sample, like as has been shown for network seg-
egation ( Yeo et al., 2015 ).. Nevertheless, these gradients are presumed

o be a fundamental organizing principle of the brain, and here we pro-

ide evidence that they do not undergo major state dependent changes

ollowing sleep deprivation. The relative stability of the gradients across

tates is not surprising, if the view is held that these gradients encompass

 general architecture of brain function. This is also supported by the

rdered arrangement of well-defined cortical networks within the gra-

ient space ( Fig. 5 B). While an increase in connectivity means regions

ecome more similar in their function, if this happens globally in a rela-

ively uniform manner, then the relationship of specific cortical parcels

r networks to each other would become more uniform but should not

earrange. 

We have therefore provided evidence that there are no large-scale

hanges in the functional organizing gradients of the cortex following

leep deprivation. This is an important aspect for consideration in future

tudies examining differences in functional gradients across clinical dis-

rders, as changes, especially in the primary gradients, would be less

ependent on state and therefore may be more reliable measures of un-

erlying cortical architecture. 

.3. Gradients of cortical differentiation as predictors of vulnerability to 
leep deprivation 

A previous study reported that resilience to impaired vigilance fol-

owing SD may be partially related to the range of segregation between

ertain cortical networks within some individuals ( Yeo et al., 2015 ).

e have extended this by showing that individual changes in working

emory and executive attention are associated with the range of cer-

ain functional gradients, precisely gradients describing the differenta-

ion of somatomotor and visual regions, and multiple-demand to paral-

mbic regions. These findings suggest that the extent of differentiation

cross axes of cortical organization may be important traits for preserv-

ng cognitive processes following SD, when widespread cortical activity

ecomes more similar. While promising, these results are only prelimi-

ary given the current sample size and require further confirmation. 

The dispersion of functional networks within the gradient space was

ignificantly predictive of cognitive performance at the WR state. While

ross-validation for out of sample prediction was not feasible given the

ample size, this nevertheless suggests that these metrics of network seg-

egation may be relevant for constraining cognition in the brain. How-

ver, the dispersion of functional networks in gradient space was not a

ignificant predictor of declining performance following SD. The major

ifference between the range of gradients and the dispersion of func-

ional communities within the multidimensional gradient space, is that

he former represents differentiation of the entire cortex along a partic-

lar axis, while the latter reflects the clustering of separate functional

ystems in a hierarchical framework. Recent work has shown that disper-

ion of functional networks within a similar 3D gradient space is associ-

ted with age-related cognitive decline ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ). While

ging is linked with considerable changes in brain structure, cognitive

hanges due to sleep deprivation are likely not, which may explain why

hey did not inform state-dependent cognitive changes in this sample of

ealthy younger adults. 

Another possible explanation for this may be that reducing data from

onnectivity matrices to the primary axes of variance removes informa-

ion that is instructive to accurately classify vulnerable individuals. It

s plausible that gradients (particularly the primary axes) provide the

caffold for cognition to arise generally ( Karapanagiotidis et al., 2019 ),

nd the variation among young, healthy individuals is not great enough

o sufficiently detect (the notably variable) state dependent changes

n cognition. It is plausible that additional functional gradients might

e informative in this regard, however as yet the robustness and con-

istency of other functional gradients is yet unknown. Gradients have

een extracted from data averaged over very large cohorts in young

 Margulies et al., 2016 ) and older adults ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ), as

ell as newborns ( Lariviere et al., 2020 ), showing some differences
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n  
n overall gradient organization, yet how consistent the gradients are

cross healthy individuals of the same age has not been extensively

haracterised. However, the fact that we have recreated very similar

radients in a smaller, independent sample suggests that these are in-

erent features of connectomes. Characteristics of gradients may be

ore suitable to explain cognitive processes in neurological or psychi-

tric conditions, where these deviations might be greater (and depen-

ent on detectable variations in structure), rather than state dependent

hanges in healthy individuals. In support of this, an increasing body

f studies in humans and non-human animals have suggested overlap-

ing gradient configurations in the functional domain and those based

n microstructural neuroimaging measures, including myelin sensitive

RI ( Burt et al., 2018 ; Huntenburg et al., 2017 ; Paquola et al., 2019 ;

os de Wael et al., 2018 ) and structural wiring features more generally

 Paquola et al., 2020 ; Vazquez-Rodriguez et al., 2019 ) together with

ranscriptomic studies suggesting gene expression gradients that under-

in macroscale functional hierarchies ( Burt et al., 2018 ; Fulcher et al.,

019 ; Huntenburg et al., 2020 ). 

The relative stability of functional gradients across the cortex across

ifferent arousal states offers important insight into the functional

hanges within the cortex following total sleep deprivation and the im-

act this has for cognition. Apart from dimensionality reduction, the

radient approach comments on the shape of functional connectivity

rofiles. While these profiles appear important for constraining cogni-

ive processes generally, sleep deprivation does not seem to impair cog-

ition through any alterations to the shape of these profiles. It does

owever appear to significantly impact the amplitude of connectivity in

 widespread manner, although some edges between networks might be

lightly more influenced (e.g. between visual networks and all other net-

orks, DMN and attention networks). This is consistent with previous

ork, such that modularity of brain networks is decreased ( Ben Simon

t al., 2017 ), and subtle effects between similar networks are only ob-

erved following GSR ( Yeo et al., 2015 ). 

This notion of sleep deprivation affecting the amplitude and not the

hape of functional connectivity profiles is supported by the widespread

ncrease in functional connectivity, and the increased in the amplitude

f the global signal fluctuation in the SD state. Here we replicated find-

ngs that fluctuations of the global signal of brain activity are increased

ollowing sleep deprivation ( Yeo et al., 2015 ). Whilst relatively preserv-

ng the 3D gradient space at the WR state, performing GSR did have

n effect on state-dependent changes in the gradients. It particularly

mphasised different aspects in the state-dependent movement of corti-

al parcellations in the Euclidean gradient space (which can be alterna-

ively viewed as regions becoming more or less similar in their profile

f functional connectivity). The substantial shifts of the somatotomo-

or networks (away from other networks) and visual networks (towards

ther networks) were dampened by GSR. This is also consistent with

revious findings that GSR has the strongest effect on somatomotor and

isual connectivity, which has been proposed to be due to high signal

uctuations in these regions ( Xu et al., 2018 ), and would likely be accen-

uated during tasks. Furthermore, GSR highlighted parcellations within

he DMN undergoing state-dependent shifts towards the attentional net-

orks following SD ( Fig. 5 C), consistent with previous findings that the

MN and attention networks become more connected following sleep

eprivation ( De Havas et al., 2012 ; Yeo et al., 2015 ), and may be re-

ated to the deficits in cognitive performance. 

Despite evidence suggesting that global signal is likely related to neu-

al activity and cognitive function ( Li et al., 2019 ; Liu et al., 2017 ), these

ndings contribute to the discussion surrounding the use of GSR in fMRI

nalyses, and imply that it should be considered depending on the con-

ext and research question. Subtle or localized changes in functional con-

ectivity might only become apparent once GSR is applied to the data

 Li et al., 2019 ; Yeo et al., 2015 ), and this was corroborated in these

ndings as the association between gradients and changes in behavior

ere only evident once GSR was performed. Nevertheless changes in

he global signal still appear to be an important aspect of sleep depriva-
ion. Why this occurs and the relevance for sleepiness and arousal levels

enerally is yet to be determined. 

.4. Limitations 

A few considerations must be acknowledged when interpreting these

ndings. Firstly, the sample size is relatively limited, although consis-

ent with sample sizes previously reported for studies with complex

ethodologies during sleep ( De Havas et al., 2012 ; Jegou et al., 2019 ).

hile it is possible that the lack of any significant state-dependent dif-

erences in the functional gradients could be related to statistical power,

ower analyses suggest that the current study was powered to observe

oderate-large effects ( d > 0.6), as demonstrated by the reported mod-

rate to large effects in behavior, task activations, functional connectiv-

ty and global signal fluctuations. We thus still conclude that changes

o the characteristics of functional gradients are minimal and less sen-

itive to sleep deprivation than the other reported measures. This study

as designed to test multiple aspects of cognitive function deficits at-

ributed to sleep deprivation, however the use of multiple tasks required

 trade-off of a shorter task duration per task, which reduced the power

f the task activation detection and could account for why the activa-

ions did not clear multiple comparison testing. The improvements in

erformance following the recovery nap could also be attributed to a

ractice effect, as repeated testing was not conducted on the WR visit.

ounterbalancing the order of task presentation could have overcome

imitations affecting fatigue on the tasks that were always presented last.

owever, given the small sample size, true randomization would not

ave been achievable with enough power and confidence. Furthermore,

he functional connectivity was estimated from sequences acquired dur-

ng performance of these cognitive tasks, and not resting state. Although

he task-evoked responses were regressed from the BOLD timeseries,

nd connectivity estimates were highly correlated to those in the rest-

ng state of the WR condition, this was not equal to a resting state se-

uence. Therefore, this may explain some differences between the gra-

ients reported in this study and those previously reported in studies

sing resting state sequences ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 ; Hong et al., 2019 ;

argulies et al., 2016 ). In particular, the variance explained by each

unctional gradient differs amongst individuals ( Bethlehem et al., 2020 )

nd further research is necessary to assess the stability of functional gra-

ients across individuals and datasets. 

. Conclusions 

This study harnessed an emerging technique to explore the state-

ependent brain activity changes following sleep deprivation and a re-

overy nap, and to further identify markers that may predict interindi-

idual vulnerability to impaired cognitive performance. These findings

ontribute to a growing body of research indicating that cortical gradi-

nts of functional differentiation constitute low-dimensional organizing

rinciples within the cerebral cortex that are relevant for the emergence

f cognitive processes, demonstrated here by effectively representing

rain activation patterns during tasks of attention and working memory.

owever, we show that these gradients do not exhibit major state depen-

ent changes following sleep deprivation. This suggests that they may be

rait-like characteristics of cortical organization, potentially related to

roperties of brain structure, however further research into the stability

f gradients within individuals over time is needed in larger samples.

onsistent with previous findings, we have shown that sleep depriva-

ion results in a widespread increase in cortico-cortico functional con-

ectivity and the fluctuation of the global signal, which might conceal

ubtle inter-individual differences that are predictive of state-dependent

hanges in cognition. Particularly, the range and extent of certain func-

ional gradients within individuals might be important for constraining

tate-dependent changes in cognitive performance, but these perhaps

eed to be used in combination with other physiological measures to
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etermine a more comprehensive model of the effects of sleep depriva-

ion on brain function. 
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